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1. GENERAL

1.01 When engineering microwave radio systems
for the transmission of television pro-

gram or other purposes it is important to
wnsider the possibilities of interference
between a proposed installation and existing
systems inorder that frequencies may be chosen
or other measures taken if necessary to avoid
interference. This section outlines certain

basic assumptions and a method of computation
for use in studies of this nature.

1.02 In applying this material it should be
realized that where tests of’the inter-

ference to be expected can be made convenient-
ly, these will provide a better basis for pro-
cedure than computations, since the latter at
present are necessarily based on somewhat lim-
ited data.

1.03 In addition to considering interference
between different systems, the methods

discussed herein may be employed in multi-sec-
tion systems to determine whether overreach
from a transmitter may cause interference with
a receiver in a later link operating at the
same frequency. Inthis connection the methods
of this section ordinarily will yield a con-
servative answer, since they assume that the
receiver is not below the horizon from the
transmitter. At times, however, atmospheric
conditions have been such as to cause micro-
waves to travel around the curve of the earth
to considerable distances, and a conservative
viewpoint, therefore, appears desirable.

2. MSIC ASSUMPTIONS

2.01 This section assumes that the microwave
systems in question will use highly di-

rective antennas having the characteristics
either of the shielded lens type (such as is
employed in the New York-Boston radio relay
system) or the parabolic reflecting type (57-
inch dish) ordinarily employed with the TE
system. The gain of the former is approxi-
mately 37 db and of the latter 31 db with re-
spect to a half wave dipole. Therefore, the
difference in antenna gains between the two
types covered in this section is 6 db.

Note: Mhere Western Union systems are
involved, it is assumed that they have
the same directional characteristics as
the ~?-inch dish, and that they employ

horizontal polarization. Their gain
with respect to a half wave dipole,
however, should be assumedtobe 28 db.

2.02 If there are known to be substantial
differences in transmitter output, these

should be taken into account. In this con-
nection the power output of TDX transmitters
may be considered to ~e about +27 dbm, while
TE transmitters produce from +23 dbmat38q0 mc
up to

2.03

+26 dbm at 4170 mc.

Note: Western Union transmitters may be
assumed to produce about +20dbm output
power.

Free space transmission is assumed to
apply, i.e., the received power varies

inversely as the square of’the distance from
the transmitter (except for fading effects
which are treated as discussed in the next
paragraph),

2.04 Allowance must be made for differences
in fading which may occur on the inter-

fering and desired transmission paths simulta-
neously. The following allowances for this
factor may be assumed:

(a) If the interfering and desired
signals traverse entirely dif-

ferent paths (except as noted in
“c” and “d” below). 30 db

(b) If both signals traverse nearly
but not identically the same

path, so that it,may be assumed
that fading would take place simi-
larly on both paths. 2U db

(c) If the interfering path is
short (under about ten miles)

so that fading will be confined
principally to the desired path. 2iIdb

(d) If the desired path is short
(under about ten miles). 10 db

(e) If the interfering and desired
paths are identical, as when

the desired and the disturbing
transmitting antennas are on the

same rooftop. (This does not ap-
ply if they are on the same build-
ing but at substantially different
levels, such as two or three floors
apart. ) O db

Note: Interpolation between the above
fading allowances is permissible,
keeping in mind, however, that the
entire computation method is intended

to provide a guide rather than to
produce accurate results.

\
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2.05 The minimum value
ence ratio (S/1)

during fades is assumed

of signal to interfer-
which can be tolerated
to be 50 db.

2.06 A factor required insome cases in deter-
mining interference is the amount of

frequency tolerance or drift which may be ex-
perienced in the transmitters. Assumptions

for use in this connection tentatively are as

follows:

(a) Transmitters in TDX systems :2 mc

(b) Transmitters in TE systems in-
doors, attended +2 mc

(c) Transmitters in TE systems other
than (b) +5 mc

(d) Transmitters in Western Union
s:ystems +0.5 mc

3. COMPUTATION OF INTERFFERENCZ

3.01 In order to determine the interference
likely to result between two microwave

radio systems, it is necessary to know:

(1) The angle at the disturbing transmit-
ter between the direction in which its

antenna is aimed (center of the beam) and
the direction of the disturbed receiver.

(2) The angle at the disturbed receiver
between the direction in which its an-

tenna is aimed (center of its beam) and
the direction of the interfering transmit-
ter.

(3)

(4)

(5)

The distance from the desired trans-
mitter to the receiver.

The distance fromthe disturbing trans-
mitter to the receiver.

The relative antenna polarization.

3.02 The angles and distances in Items 1 toL
above may be scaled from topographical

or other suitable maps or may be computed

trigonometrically by methods such as are used
in surveying or navigation.

Method of Computation

3.03 Computation of signal to interference
ratio (S/1) may be made conveniently on

a form similar to the one employed in the ex-
amples shown in the back of this section.

3.04 Space is provided at the top of the form
for designating the sending and receiv-

ing terminals of the radio television circuit
in question P for noting the frequency being

considered, and for
receiver, and the
interfering effects

designating the affected
transmitter of which the
are being studied.

3.05 The center portion of the form providee
space for a sketch of the geographical

layout, showing the distances and angles called
for in Paragraph 3.01, Items 1 to ,4.

3.06 The bottom portion of the form m,aYbe
used as follows:

(1) Disturbing transmitter antenna dis-
crimination. Apply the angle called

for in Paragraph 3.01, Item 1 to the di-
rectional pattern in Fig. 1 for the type
of antenna used at the disturbing trans-
mitter. Read from the curve the disturb-
ing transmitter antenna discrimination in
db and note this on the form as a favor-
able factor.

(2) Receivin g antenna discrimination. Ap-
ply the angleofParagraph j.01, Item 2

to the curve in Fig. 1 corresponding to
the type of antenna used at the receiver,
and note the receiving antenna discrimina-
tion on the form as a favorable factor.

(3) Difference in transmission paths.
From the distances of Paragraph 3.01,

Items 3 and )4 determine the db-di~ferencs
in path loss from the desired and disturb-
in~ transmitters to the receiver. This is

longer path length
equal to 20 log Note

shorter path 1ength”
this (the nearest whole number-of db) as
favorable or unfavorable, according to
whether the disturbing or the desired path
is the longer.

(4) Lens VS. dish antenna gain. If the
desired and disturbing antennas are of

different types, note t~e difference in
gain as 6 db favorable if the desired
transmitter has a lens .ype antenna, and
unfavorable if the lenp t-tieis associated.-
with the disturbing transmitter.

(5) Difference intranatitter power output.
Note any significant difference in

output power of the desired and disturbing
transmitters as favorable or unfavorable
depending on which transmitter has the
higher output.

(6) Fading allowance. Note as unfavorable

the appropriate fading allowance as
discussed in Paragraph 2.0)4.

(7) Effect of building shielding (if any).
If a substantial portion of a building

is between the disturbing transmitter and
the receiver, a favorable allowanoe nny be
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made for this factor. The amount of

shielding actually realized will vary with
circumstances and is not accurately pre-

dictable. However, a 25 db favorable al-

lowance probably would be reasonable in a
case such as where the transmitting antenna
is on the roof of a building end the re-

ceiving antenna is two or three floors

lower, on the side of the building. Care

should of course be taken that there are

no building wails or other surfaces so lo-
cated as to reflect the signals from the

transmitter into the receiving antenna.

(8) Polarization allowance. Unless a po-
larization difference will exist for

reasons other than the case under consid-

eration, this item should be omitted in
the first determination of signal to in-

terference ratio. When it is to be con-

sidered, however, the improvement to be

expected from opposite polarization of de-
sired and disturbing signals varies with

the angle of arrival of the interfering
transmission at the receiving antenna.

For computing purposes a favcrable allow-
ance of 20 db may be assumed for polariza-
tion, with the exception that the polari-
zation allowance plus the receiving anten-

na discrimination (Item8 plus Item2 of
this paragraph) should not total more than
50 db for a dish or 60 db for a lens type
antenna.

(9) Insertion of attenuation in transmit-
ter feed. In some cases the radio

link of which the disturbing transmitter
is a part may be sufficiently short that a
reduced power output impermissible, there-
by reducing the interfering effect on
other circuits. In such a case, the ap-

propriate allowance should be noted under
Item 9 on the form as a favorable factor.
If 10SS is to be inserted in the trans-
mitter feed of the desired transmitter in
the case under study, the factor would of
course be unfavorable instead.

3.07 The favorable and unfavorable factors
noted as above should be totaled, and

the difference will be the net signal to in-
terference ratio. As mentioned in Paragraph
2.05, if this is 50 db or more, interference
would not be expected and the disturbing end
disturb~d circuits may be operated at the same
frequency. Example 1 illustrates the computa-
tion of a case of this kind.

3.o8 If the net S/1 is less than 50 db, and
conditions permit opposite polarization

to be used, the improvement t’obe obtained
thereby should be determined as in Item 8 of
Paragraph 3.06 and the S/1 again computed.
Examples 2 and J involve the use of polariza-
tion.

3.09 The possibility of adding attenuation in
the antenna feedofthe disturbing trans-

mitter (Paragraph 3.06, Item 9) should be con-
sidered.

3.10 If the S/1 ratio determined as above is
still less than 50 db, operation of the

proposed system at the same frequency as ex-
isting ones probably would be unsatisfactory,
at least at times, and additional considera-
tion of the situation is required.

3.11 The simplest measure ordinarily will be
choice of a different frequency of oper-

ation. The nominal spacing between adjacent
channels for which TE system filters have been
designed is LO mc, and this is sufficient to
permit two systems to operate over the same
path without interference. In some cases,
however, it may be desiredto consider channels
less thanbO mc apart, and for such cases the
discrimimtion afforded by differences between
the disturbing and disturbed circuit frequen-
cies may be evaluated as outlined below.

3.12 Assume the band of frequencies radiated
by a TDX or TE system to be 10 mc wide,

with the energy anywhere in the band equal to
that of the carrier. (For a Western Unio~
system, assume the band to be only 6 mc wide.)
Select the appropriate allowances for trans.
mitter frequency tolerance (maximum drift or
deviation from assigned frequency as tabulated
inParagraph2.06) forthe disturbing and desired
transmitters. Calling these deviations dl and
d2 respectively, if the assigned frequencies
differ byX mc, then the actual separation
between the centers of the disturbing and de-
sired frequency bands under most unfavorable
conditions (i.e., both frequencies drifted a
maximum amount toward each other) would beccme
X -dl -d2. Furthermore, under the assumption
that power in the transmitter output is dis-
tributed uniformly throughout its frequ~cy
band, it is the distance from the edge of the
disturbing bend of frequencies to the center
of the disturbed receiver pass band which mst
be considered, and hence another 5 mc (3 mc if
the disturbing system is Western Union) must
be subtracted to determine the effective sepa-
ration. The discrimination against interfer-
ence may now be obtained from Fig. 2 by
reading the loss in the appropriate receiver
IF band pass characteristic at a frequency
X -dl -d2 -5 mc from its center. (This will
be X -dl -d2 -3 mc for a Western Union dis-
turbing transmitter.) This method of consider-
ing the transmitted energy as uniformly dis-
tributed over the band, and of assuming ex-
treme frequency shifts of the transmitters
toward each other, is obviously a very con-
servative one, and in practice the interfer-
ence would be almost certain to be less then
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estimated on this basis. Example 4 shows the
computation for a case where frequency dis-
crimination is required.

3.13 One other factor which must be tdken in-
to account is”the matter of inage fre-

quencies. These depend of course on the in-
termediate frequency of the receiver under
consideration. At image frequencies the radio
frequency suppression in the TDX or TE systems

my be taken as 16 db. The Western Union ad-
vise that the in,age suppression in their sys-
tem is at least 20 db. Image frequencies of
the various systems under discussion are listed
below.

3.~ If an S/1 ratio of 50 db is computed to
be unobtainable in a proposed layout at

frequencies atwhich available microwave equip-
ment can be operated, after taking into ac-
count all the possible factors for improvement
discussed in this section, tests in some cases
may show that the actual interference will be
sufficiently less than indicated by the con-
servative methods of computation outlined
herein that a satisfactory installation may be
undertaken. If, however, computations and
tests both indicate that satisfactom] results

cannot be obtained, it will of course be nec-
essary to select other locations for the pro-
posed radio installation.

TDX System TE System
Channel Image Channe 1 Image

Frequency Frequ&cy Frequency Frequ;ncy

3930 mc 3800 mc 3890 mc )_@_@.mc

3970 3840 3930
4130 426o 3970 4100
4170 4300 4090 4220

4130 426o
4170 4300

Western Union
Channe 1 Image

Frequency Frequ;ncy

4035 mc 4100 mc
4045 4110
4055 4120
4065 4130
4165 4230
4175 L@+o
4185 4250
4195 4260
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IxuPml

FREQUENCY & INTERFERENCE DETERMINATION Page_

Radio Television Circuit - RWXU
/

To &44k44zG’

F~quencies
4170mc

Receiver Affected // /

Interfering Transmitter

/

Theangles and distances required for the computation are as shmn in the
follming sketch:

FPom

Jackie Jones

{1
From

J%nkee
Stiad;um

Favorable Unfavorable

1.

2.

39

4.
5.
6.

;:
9.

\

Disturbing transmitter 8ntenna disc imination
From Fig. l,k@$—

~
antenna ~ off beam

Recelfing antenna discrimination
From Fig. 1,.42&_ antenna 3&Z0 off beam

Difference in transmission paths.
-QU_L- mile vs. _43_mile path
(2010g(path ratio)~ . . . . . . . . . . .

Lens vs. Msh Antenna Gain . . . . . . . . .
Difference in Transmitter Poue Output . . .

~:hp-~). . . .Fading allowance. @=p.r5d.p? .
Effeet of Building Shielding (if any) . . . .
Polarization allowance. . . . . . . ● . . . .
Insertion of attenuation in transmitter Feed.

Total .

Net Signal to Interference ratio

● ✎☛☛☛☛

(s/1). . ● .

● m**e

● *O**

● ****
● ****

● ****
● ****
.* ***
● **9.
S. **e

● *9**

● ****

/8 db #

3s

A—
6
/.

/0

67 db /7 &

50 dh
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EXAMPM2

FREQUENCY & INTERFERENCE DETHWNATION Page_

Radio Television Circuit - mom 32 &,d~ TE)
f L —

To .2#J
/ r

FYequencles 41301#c

Receiver Affected

Interfering Transmitter 32h d’ 7-44 ~ 2%

~, *. .
J

The angles am distances mquimd for the computation are as shown in the
following sketch:

Favorable Unfavorable

1.

2.

3*

b.
5*
6.
7.
8.
9.

Disturbing transmitter antenna disc#mination
From Fig.1, ~ antenna ~ off beam O****

RBceiting antenna di crimination o
dFrom Fig. 1, ‘ antenna 0 off beam .. c..

Difference in transmission paths.
mile vs. mile path

[s&me pdh](2010g(path ratio)~ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o

Lens vs. Dish Antenna Clain . . . . . . . . . . . . . ●

Difference in Transmitter Puwer Output h+ ~< ?Y%%’”$J
Fading allowance. . . . . . . . . . .({dfw~i~~( ~~~h~) ●

Effect of Building Shielding (if a~) . . . . . . . . .
Polarisation allowance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insertion of attenuation in transmitter Feed. . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .

Net Signal to Interference ratio (S/1). . . . . . . . .

Page 6
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EXAMPLE3

FREQUENCY & INTERFERENCEDETEIWNATILW Page

Radio TeIevlsion Circuit -

-quenciee

Receiver Affected

Interfering Transmitter

t?

To c

3570

c

A

Theanglesad dietancesrequiredforthecomputationareas shownin the
followingeketch:

B&.;” “--’’’:’’’”””t?%cei04-
un de@

Cons;derdio f?

c

Favorable Unfavorable

1.

2.

3.

L.

2:
?.
8.

9.

Disturbingtransmitterantennadiso Imination
5From ltLg*l,Aantenna J#L offbeat.****

Receitingentenna$iscrlmhation
Fx’m Fig. l,4W&antenna ~off beam. . . . .

Difference in tranamioeionpaths.
~mlle vs._ z< mile path
(mlog(mthr atio)). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

kmsvs. DishAntennaO ain . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

K&%x.:-?: ?E$%%!5:4+ i%x :
Xffeotof Suildingshielding(if●y) . . . . . . . . .
Polarisationaumnoee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insertionof ●ttenuationin transmitterFeed . . . . .

Total . . . .

Net Sigml to Interfexmoe ratio (S/1).

An alternative solution might be to locate
the receiving antenna at C on an offset on the
side of the building away from A, if this could
be so done as to obstruct effectively the path
from A while still preserving an optical path

3J- dk

34

/7

20

from the desired transmitter at B. This would
probably yield 25 db favorable allowance for
building shielding, which would avoid the ne-

cessity for polarization or for insertion of at-
tenuation in the disturbing transmitter output.
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ExAMPulA

FREWENOY & INTERFERENCEDETERMINATION Page _.

Radio TelevisionCircuit- Frcis A /TE-&4Kn’l.(2&Lk9d

TO -4i20L2C

Frequencies ac4k A 4/30 WC Lb AIAi#’d

Rmeiver Affected c

IntetieringTransmitter kl~h J?LO&4&

(7-F -2J4?Lww —4z2L&/
)

The angles and distancesrequiredfor the computation are as shown in the

follcnring sketch:

Stud;o
9mi S&d;u?m

o
B

.esis&’ng) 24”
A

~ 4/3omc

studio
c

1.

2.

3.

4.

&
7*
8.
9.

!liaturbtngtransmitterante= dLqtii~tlon
Frcm Fig61, J?42L antema + off beam... . .

Reeeiting antmna discrimination
From Fig. 1, = antennaL“ off beam . . . . .

Differencein tranemlesionpaths.
_mile vs._ *18 ‘ath[Sa-e’ 4n#~ , ● ●(2010~(rwkhratio)>. . ..o. .o. ●..
Lemvs. Msh Antenna Oain . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Differencein TransmitterPowerOutput . . . . . . . .
Fadingallowance.. . . 4%”C6.+5!+.4*J. . . . . .
Effect of RrildingShielding(ifW) . . . . . . ● . ●

Polarizationallowanceo... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Imertionof attenuationin trasm!itterFeed. . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .

Net Signal to Interferenceratio (S/1). . . . . . . . .

Favorable

3+ db

o

0

Unfavorable

dh

o

/0

54* &

# db

{0 db

Other circuits in existence or prop%sed make
it desirable to use a frequency as close to

4130 as possible.

Referring to the Form for Example 4, the Referring to the formula of

layout is such-that 6 db of frequency discrim- and to paragraph .2.06, x -

ination is required to be sure of avoiding

interference from (and to) the exist in~ service.
= 11 mc. dl =2mc, d2=2

From Fig. 2, 6 db frequency discrimina-
tion due to the IF band-pass characteristic of
TE systems would be realized at 11 mc from the
center of the band.

Paragraph 3.12
dl -d2-5mc

mc.

Thereforex=ll+2+2 +5=20mc=the
nominal separation required.

A oha.nnelat4110 mc would, therefore, be
satisfactory, provided it would not cause in-
terference at the image frequencyofsome other
system, such as a 3970 mc TE system (image =
4100mc) or a Western Union system operating
.t</Loj45mc (image = J_LllCIilC).
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Fig. 1 - Antenna Directional Patterns
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Fig, 2- IF Band Pass Characteristics
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